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improc - 2D Fourier Transform
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%hide
import numpy
from numpy import *
from pylab import 
zeros,ones,diag,imshow,gray,imread,savefig,inv,arange
from scipy.linalg import norm
from scipy.fftpack import fft,ifft
def normalize(v): return v/norm(v)
def max1(v): return v*1.0/amax(v) 

       

The 1D Fourier Transform has a 2D analog. 

In the 1D case, we are trying to decompose signals into sine waves at different phases and frequencies.

In the 2D case, we are trying to decompose signals into plane waves at different phases, frequencies, and
orientations.

The definition is

S(u, ) (x, )e

As before, we can express this in terms of a basis function:

b (x, )

def b(u,v,N,M):
    return lambda x,y: exp(-2*pi*1j*(u*x*1.0/N+v*y*1.0/M)) 

       (0.99518472667219693-0.098017140329560021j)

Let's look at what those basis functions actually look like.  To get started, we need grids of x and y coordinates

(so that we can use Python's array evaluations to quickly compute functions over the grid).

xs,ys = meshgrid(r_[0:64],r_[0:64]) 

       

Now, let's evaluate b  over the grid for particular choices of u and v.
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zs = b(7,11,64,64)(xs,ys)
imshow(real(zs)); gray(); savefig("temp") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xae1c2ec>

zs = b(3,0,64,64)(xs,ys)
imshow(real(zs)); gray(); savefig("temp") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xae1c62c>

In terms of this, we can now define a function computing the 2D discrete Fourier transform.

def ft2d(image):
    w,h = image.shape
    xs,ys = meshgrid(r_[0:w],r_[0:h])
    zs = array([[sum( b(u,v,w,h)(xs,ys)*image ) for u in 
range(w)] for v in range(h)])
    return zs 

       

Let's transform a small image.



lena = imread(DATA+"lena64.png")[:,:,0]
imshow(lena); savefig("temp") 

       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf971ac>

We display the transform with the log function applied so that we can see small values more easily.

Lena = ft2d(lena)
imshow(log(1+abs(Lena))); savefig("temp") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf9706c>

Let's see whether the transform is its self-inverse, up to reflection and scaling, just like in the 1D case.

imshow(abs(ft2d(Lena))); savefig("temp") 



       

<matplotlib.image.AxesImage object at 0xaf9738c>

Separability

This computation is terribly inefficient, however.

It takes O(N M ) time to compute a 2D Fourier transform this way.  Can we do better?
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Note that the inner sum is a 1D Fourier transform along the y direction, and the outer sum is another 1D Fourier

transform of the result of the first Fourier transform.

Therefore, we can write:

F [s] [F [s]]

Using the FFT for each of the 1D computations, the total complexity is O(MN (log )).

For a 4Mpixel image, this translates into a speedup by a factor of 190000.

We say that the 2D Fourier transform is separable: it can be decomposed into two 1D Fourier transforms.

Separability of the 2D Fourier transform means that:

we can reduce the 2D Fourier transform to 1D Fourier transforms

we can apply the FFT algorithm
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